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When you think of dinosaurs, you probably think of huge creatures with sharp teeth and terrifying
roars. But did you know that there were dinosaurs so tiny they would only reach to your ankle, or
ones that towered over buildings, but were still plant eaters?Dinosaurs - Amazing Animals has
over 25 full colour photos and illustrations and is suitable for readers aged 7-10. Younger
children will enjoy reading the book together with an adult or older sibling, and will also love
looking at all the dinosaur illustrations.You will learn:Where the word dinosaur comes from, and
what it meansHow do we learn about dinosaursDinosaur bodies and how they livedDinosaur
babiesDinosaurs - Amazing Animals also introduces you to some of the most amazing
dinosaurs that ever lived. You will learn all about the:First DinosaurLongest DinosaurSmallest
DinosaurTallest DinosaurSmartest DinosaurDumbest DinosaurFastest Dinosaurand the most
famous dinosaur of all.Dinosaurs - Amazing Animals also introduces the idea of extinction and
explores the different ideas about what caused the dinosaurs to become extinct.The book also
shares some fun dino facts to end.Whether you are looking for an entertaining book for your
child or a reference for a school project, Dinosaurs - Amazing Animals has what you need.I
loved writing this book for you, and I hope you enjoy it!



Dinosaurs - Amazing AnimalsElizabeth DylanPUBLISHED BY WILD OWL PRESSTable of
ContentsFree Book!CopyrightWhat is a dinosaur?How do we learn about dinosaurs?Dinosaur
BodiesHow Did Dinosaurs Live?Dinosaur BabiesAmazing DinosaursThe First DinosaurThe
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Dino FactsFrom the AuthorImage CreditsFree Book!Thank you for buying my kindle book about
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Amazing Animals book.CopyrightCopyright © 2013 by Kids n More Pty Ltd.All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed or transmitted in any form or by any
means, including photocopying, scanning, recording, or other electronic or mechanical
methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief
quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by
copyright law.What is a dinosaur?What we think the earth looked like in the JurassicScientific
words sound like they are in a different language. They often are! Many come from words in
other languages and carry meaning. “Dinosaur” is one of those words. It comes from the Greek
words deinos, which means “fearfully great,” and sauros, which means “lizard.” So, the word
dinosaur means “fearfully great lizard.”Dinosaurs lived in three main time periods. These are
called the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous time periods. The earth’s climate was much
different back then. The start of the Triassic period was about 250 million years ago. The earth
was hot and dry. There was no ice at the North Pole or the South Pole. It can be called “arid”
when the weather is hot and dry, and that is what the weather was like. When it did rain, it was a
“monsoon.” A monsoon is a violent rain storm; you would not want to be caught in one!The
Jurassic period was much greener. Since it was hot and humid (when the air feels damp),
instead of hot and dry, plants grew and thrived during this age. It rained constantly, but not in
massive storms. Larger dinosaurs started to become more prominent during the Jurassic period,
which spanned from 200 to 144 million years ago.The Cretaceous period happened from 144-65
million years ago. This was the time when dinosaurs really ruled the earth. It was a slightly cooler
time. Flowering plants flourished and so did many different types of dinosaurs.How do we learn
about dinosaurs?
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